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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to characterize typical levels of vibrational
noise on the ocean floor to ascertain the vibration’s effect on possible future
bottom mounted sensors. The data used for this thesis was obtained from
publicly available recorded information from four ocean bottom seismometers
(OBS). The OBSs were located in two geographical choke points: the Luzon
Strait and west of the Strait of Juan de Fuca. These highly trafficked choke points
were considered to be a good representation of where these experimental
bottom mounted sensors might be located should they be built. Unix-based
seismic processing software available from the Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) proved essential to obtaining calibrated data,
and the methodology used to get the calibrated data is discussed in detail. The
results showed that one OBS out of the four was highly variable, with decibel
levels varying widely from day to day. The other OBSs remained fairly consistent.
In addition, there were no common discrete frequencies between sensors that
were in the same geographic area. Recommended future research involves the
study of environmental effects on the OBSs, additional research to correlate the
results observed in the Luzon Strait, and a look into the electronic noise floors of
the OBSs used.
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

CONCEPT
The purpose of this thesis is to characterize typical levels of vibrational

noise on the ocean floor to ascertain the vibration’s effect on possible future
bottom mounted sensors. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is
interested in possibly using an experimental sensor on the ocean floor. LLNL
characterized the noise response for various terrestrial versions of this particular
sensor, and they expressed interest in collaborating in a study of the vibrational
noise on the ocean floor, focusing on low frequencies during quiescent periods.
The data used for this thesis was obtained from publicly available recorded
information from ocean bottom seismometers (OBS). It is beyond the scope of
this thesis to characterize all low frequency noise on the ocean floor since noise
can differ by area and the seismic events occurring during the measurement. The
data was obtained, then, by focusing on two geographical choke points which
have co-located OBSs. These highly trafficked choke points were considered to
be a good representation of where these experimental bottom mounted sensors
might be located should they be built.
Discussions were held with scientists from LLNL to find out sensor
information and, specifically, the frequency regimes, amplitudes, and vibration
axis that affect the current sensors. The LLNL personnel discussed what an
underwater version of this sensor might look like, but they were more interested
in the statistics of the vibrational noise of the ocean floor between large
amplitude events to determine what to account for in future designs.
B.

RELATED WORK
A thesis by Jonathon P. Scobo entitled “Ocean Observing Systems” was

used for this research to start obtaining OBS data and the various seismology
software to process it [1]. Even though most OBS data is publicly available, OBS
data can be difficult to access and cumbersome to analyze. Scobo’s thesis
1

proved essential to find the desired OBSs, which seismology computer programs
to use and which to avoid, and how to request specific time periods of data [1].
Most other work that was found with regards to seismic vibrations on the
ocean floor concentrated on larger seismic events as against the noise
environment between these events. LLNL expressed less interest in large events
and more interest in the noise environment during quiescent periods between
large amplitude events.
Somewhat related research has been conducted which discusses the
shortcomings of different types of OBSs due to the bottom type on which they are
mounted. These shortcomings will be discussed, because the data used for this
thesis could be affected by these shortcomings.
C.

ORGANIZATION
This thesis will start with background information discussing the

Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) website and the Ocean
Bottom Seismograph Instrument Pool (OBSIP). The background chapter also
discusses specific OBS sensors used for this thesis and OBS fidelity on different
bottom types. The next chapter discusses theory (Chapter III) and includes an
introduction to seismic waves. Chapter IV, Methodology, discusses the process
to obtain, process, and analyze the OBS data. Next, the results chapter (Chapter
V) contains a discussion of the low frequency vibrational noise environment in
the different areas of interest. Chapter VI discusses the overall conclusions as
well as recommendations on future work, and the appendices contain the
MATLAB code and data tables.
D.

OVERVIEW
Four OBSs in two different geographic locations were chosen and

subsequently their vibrational noise environments were investigated. Figure 1
from the IRIS website shows a global view of publicly available OBSs. This global

2

view allows the user to zoom in on and select the desired OBS, which then
opens a link to download the different types of available data.

Figure 1. The Global View of Publicly Available OBSs. Source: [2].
Two geographic choke points were chosen: the Luzon Strait and west of
the Strait of Juan de Fuca. IRIS publicly available software, specifically a
program to read information in the form of Standard for the Exchange of
Earthquake Data (SEED), called “rdseed,” a program used to evaluate response
files called “EVALRESP,” and Seismic Analysis Code (SAC) were used to
transfer downloaded data into a usable format and then calibrate the data. The
analysis conducted on the calibrated data was accomplished with MATLAB.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 display the available OBSs at the chosen choke points.
3

Figure 2. Available OBSs in the Luzon Strait. Source: [2].

Figure 3. Available OBSs West of Strait of Juan de Fuca. Source: [2].
The data was obtained, then, by focusing on known geographical choke
points which have co-located OBSs. These highly trafficked geographic choke
points were considered to be a good representation of where these experimental
4

bottom mounted sensors would be located for either testing or operations after
they are built. Initially, more geographic choke points with OBSs were inspected
in hopes to add additional locations to analyze. One of the OBS locations near a
choke point south of the Bering Strait was inspected, but the OBSs were short
period OBSs (discussed later) that were used during an active sound
transmission test. At this location, there was only a week’s worth of noisy data.
According to IRIS in Figure 1 there are no OBS locations for the majority of the
operationally significant choke points. The OBS locations are understandably
chosen for geological significance (e.g., hydrothermal events in the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean).

5
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II.
A.

BACKGROUND

IRIS AND OBSIP
All of the OBS data obtained for this thesis was from the IRIS and OBSIP

websites. IRIS is a non-profit organization, created in 1984 by the National
Science Foundation (NSF). According to their website, IRIS involves over 100
universities in the United States. Their programs “contribute to scholarly
research, education, earthquake hazard mitigation, and verification of the
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty” [3]. One of IRIS’s mission statements
is to promote seismic data availability, and they allow access to data by using a
simple request format, which will be addressed later in this thesis.
IRIS oversees and coordinates multiple seismic networks, which includes
the network used for this thesis, the OBSIP. OBSIP focuses on marine
seismology, geology, and geodynamics. The OBSIP website [4] also contains
links describing current OBS instrumentation, links to access OBS data, and
information for researchers to request OBSIP instrument usage. The OBSIP
allows their OBS equipment to be available to NSF-sponsored investigators and
to other government research or educational institutions [4].
B.

OBS
Ocean Bottom Seismometers can be broken into two fundamental types:

long period and short period. According to OBSIP’s website [4], the long period
OBSs have a 3-component broadband seismometer (one vertical component and
two

horizontal)

and

a

low-frequency

differential

pressure

gauge

(DPG)/hydrophone. These long period OBSs are primarily designed for passive
recording and are normally capable of a greater than 12-month deployment. The
short period OBSs consist of either a vertical seismometer or, like the long period
OBS, three orthogonal seismometers and a hydrophone [4]. The OBSIP website
[4] also states that the sampling rates for the short period OBSs are typically
much higher (200–250Hz), and these instruments are normally deployed from 1
7

to 6 months. The short period OBSs are typically used for active-source
experiments [4].
The OBSs used in this thesis are long period. Because of how OBSs are
placed on the ocean floor, the orientation of the horizontal channels are usually
unknown. Methods to orientate the horizontal channels can involve analyzing
data from the known location of an active source (e.g., air gun) or using P or
Rayleigh waves from a known earthquake [5]. The orientation of the horizontal
channels used in this thesis were unknown.
1.

LDEO OBS Sensor MK2

Figure 4 from the IRIS website displays the highlights from the LamontDoherty Earth Observatory (LDEO) Standard Ocean Bottom Seismometer. The
LDEO OBSs used for this thesis are located in the Luzon Strait and were used in
the Taiwan Integrated Geodynamic Research (TAIGER) project. The TAIGER
project is a joint USA-Taiwan program that studies the tectonic development of
Taiwan [6]. The network identifier “YM” designates the OBSs in the TAIGER
project. The two OBS stations that were used to provide data were YM 38 and
YM 39, displayed in Figure 5.

8

Figure 4. Highlights of the LDEO OBS, Which Includes a Useful
Instrument Response Down to a Period of 100 Seconds.
Source: [7].
9

Figure 5. Location of YM38 and YM39, the Two OBS Locations in the
Luzon Strait. Source: [2].
The LDEO OBS uses an L4C 1 Hz geophone as the seismometer sensor
[8], which is displayed in a drawing in Figure 6. As discussed in [9], the vertical
L4C geophone produces a voltage which is proportional to the difference in
velocity between the mass, M, and the ground (

). The mass, M, is

suspended with a spring with stiffness k and a dashpot, b, for damping. The
voltage is produced by the motion sensing coil with inductance, Lc, and coil
resistance, Rc. The L4C 1 Hz geophone has a harmonic frequency of 1 Hz, and
the resistor, Rs, is an external resistor to shunt the output and critically damp the
system at that frequency, as explained in the paper by Bowden [9].

10

Figure 6. Drawing of Vertical L4C 1 Hz Geophone, Which Is Used as the
Seismometer Sensor of the LDEO OBS. Source: [9].
2.

SIO ABALONES OBS System

The Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO) Autonomous Broad
Application Low Obstruction Noise Exempt System (ABALONES) OBS system
can have a variety of configurations. The particular OBSs used for this thesis,
located to the west of the Strait of Juan de Fuca as displayed in Figure 7, are
considered an intermediate-period sensor because of their large frequency
range. In this configuration they concentrate on long-period vibrations with a
Nyquist frequency of 25 Hz. Table 1 displays the specification for the SIO
ABALONES system, and Figure 8 displays a 3D-CAD drawing of the ABALONES
OBS design. The yellow shell of the ABALONES design is a trawl and current
resistant enclosure, allowing these OBSs to be set in shallow, continental shelf
areas to as deep as 6000m [10]. It is equipped with a Nanometrics Trillium
Compact Seismometer, which has the advantage of a nearly flat response curve
from 120 seconds to 100 Hz [10], [11].
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Figure 7. 7D J73A and 7D M02A, the Two OBS Locations West of the
Strait of Juan de Fuca Used for this Thesis. Source: [2].
Table 1. SIO ABALONES OBS Specifications. Source: [11].
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Figure 8. 3D-CAD Drawing of ABALONES Ocean Bottom
Seismometer Design. Source: [11].
C.

OBS FIDELITY
As mentioned by Sutton et al., “The usual reason for placing a

seismometer anywhere is to measure free-field particle motion in response to
some seismic source” [12]. The complication presented by soft sediment of the
ocean floor is that the coupling between the seismometer and the sediment may
be unknown [12]. Vertical vibration, channel Z in this thesis, is of more concern
than any horizontal motion, channels 1 and 2. Duennebier and Sutton maintain
that vertical motion across the water-sediment boundary is reasonably
represented by an OBS due to particle motion continuity across the interface
[12], [13]. The fidelity of horizontal motion captured by an OBS is also less
accurate because of the shear discontinuity between the sediment and the water
[14]. Problems with OBS horizontal fidelity are compounded by bottom ocean
currents in addition to the soft sediment.
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In [14], Duennebier and Sutton point out that horizontal motion is
discontinuous across the boundary of the ocean floor. This differential motion
generates torque on the instrument which in turn causes both horizontal and
vertical motion to be captured by the seismometer channels. In addition, if the
sensor is not completely level, components of vertical and horizontal motions will
couple into the wrong channels. Consequently, cross-correlation between the
horizontal and vertical channels is common on bottom mounted OBSs [14]. The
horizontal channels are considered to be more susceptible to noise from this
source. Duennebier and Sutton collected data in a study proving increased OBS
fidelity when the OBS is buried beneath the sediment on the ocean floor [13].
Any sensor placed on the ocean floor will be subject to the same
vibrations as the OBS. Therefore, these issues relating to the fidelity of the
seismic measurements may be of concern to LLNL for their potential to affect the
performance of the proposed sensor as well as for possible limitations in the
accuracy of the seismic measurements provided in this thesis. If a bottommounted sensor is used, [14] explains that the effects of unwanted vertical
motion can be minimized by increasing the footprint of a sensor package relative
to its height. The tradeoff is a decreased sensitivity to certain types of waves
when the sensor base approaches too high a fraction of the seismic wavelength,
particularly in higher frequency shear waves.
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III.

THEORY

Seismic waves can be divided into two categories: body waves and
surface waves. The body waves travel through the interior of the earth and are
the first waves to arrive after a seismic event [15]. The surface waves cause the
most damage associated with an earthquake, and they travel along the earth’s
crust [15]. The mathematical theory behind both types of waves is discussed in
this chapter. Figure 9 is the coordinate system used in the equations. All of the
equations in this chapter are from Bullen and Bolt [16].

Figure 9. Coordinate System Used in Equations 1 through 20.
A.

BODY WAVES
1.

P Wave

The P wave is the primary or “push wave.” Bullen and Bolt [16] describe
the P wave in terms of the dilatation,  . The dilatation, or irrotational disturbance,
is the fractional change in volume of a point in the medium as the wave passes. It
is given by the divergence of the vector ui , which gives the displacement of a
point with respect to its equilibrium position in direction xi as shown in Equation
1. Equation 2 is the scalar wave equation for the dilatational disturbance. The P
wave is transmitted through a substance at speed  , given in Equation 3.



u1 u2 u3


x1 x2 x3
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(1)

 2
  2  2
2
t

(2)

1/2

   2 
 

  

(3)

 is Lamé’s first parameter, which is an elastic modulus defined by
Equation 4.  is Lamé’s second parameter, which is also known as the shear
modulus, and  is the volume density of the material. The Lamé parameters
together characterize the linear elasticity for homogeneous isotropic media [17].
The relationship between Lamé’s first parameter and the shear modulus,  , is
given by [16]
2
3

  K     ( 2  2 2 ) ,

(4)

where  is the bulk modulus of the material.
Figure 10 illustrates how a P wave travels. It is a longitudinal wave
consisting of changes in the density of the material.

Figure 10.

Illustration of P Wave. Source: [15].
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2.

S Wave

S waves are a type of shear wave and are described by the vector wave
equation
2
curl (ui )   2 2 curl (ui )
2
t

(5)

where  is the speed of the rotational disturbance [16] and given by
1

  2
  


(6)

Since the speed depends on the shear modulus, S waves will not
propagate through fluids which cannot support shear stress. The S wave in the
far field can be plane polarized [16]. If an S wave is traveling horizontally and the
particle motion is also horizontal, it is denoted SH. If the particle motion is vertical
only, the S wave is denoted SV [16]. Figure 11 illustrates an SV wave assuming
that z is vertical and x and y are horizontal.
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Figure 11.
B.

Illustration of an S Wave. Source: [15].

SURFACE WAVES
In Figure 12, which is adapted from an illustration in Bullen and Bolt [16],

M is an elastic, homogeneous half-space below the plane denoted by the x1 and

x2 axes. M is bordered above the x1 / x2 plane by another homogeneous elastic
half-space, M’.

Figure 12.

Two Isotropic Homogeneous Elastic Media M’ and M.
Adapted from [16].
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Waves can travel along the boundary between these two half spaces. To
be trapped along the boundary, the amplitude of these waves must decrease
exponentially as the distance from the boundary increases. Consider such a
plane wave traveling in the x1 direction. Since it is a plane wave, the particle
displacement along any line parallel to x2 is equal. As a result, any partial
derivative taken with respect to x2 will be zero [16]. Letting  and  be functions
which can be used to express the displacement components u1 and u3 as given
by

u1 

 
 


, u3 
,
x1 x3
x3 x1

(7)

it can be shown that

2  
u u
 2  1  3 .
x3 x1

(8)
(9)

This suggests that  is linked with P waves since they are described by
the dilatation.  is linked with SV waves since it is associated with a differential
displacement between the direction of propagation and the vertical. Any
displacement, u2 , would be linked with SH waves.
The wave equations associated with  ,  , and u2 are given by

 2
  22
2
t
 2
  22
2
t
 2u2
  22u2
2
t
where the speeds in M’ are replaced with  ' and  ' .
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(10)

(11)
(12)

To find solutions for  ,  , and u2 [16] sets r and s to the following,
where c is the speed of a set of simple harmonic waves with wavelength 2 / k .
Again, for M’, the variables are r ' and s ' . The variables r , r ' , s , and s '
designated in Equations 13 and 14 are imaginary.
1
2

c

c

r   2  1 , s   2  1




2

2

1

1
2

(13)
1

 c2
2
 c2
2
r '   2  1  , s '   2  1
 '

'


(14)

Solutions in M and M’ are sought in the form:

  Aeik (  rx  x ct )

(15)

  Beik (  sx  x ct )

(16)

u2  Ceik ( sx3  x1 ct )

(17)

  D ' eik (  r ' x  x ct )

(18)

  E ' eik (  s ' x  x ct )

(19)

u2  F ' eik ( s ' x3  x1 ct )

(20)

3

1

3

1

3

3

1

1

Since both r and s are imaginary, the positive or negative square root is
taken as needed to ensure that all solutions consist of waves that exponentially
decrease as the distance away from the boundary is increased. Expressions for
the displacements u1 and u3 as a function of time and position can be found from
these solutions by applying the relationships which implicitly define  and  in
Equation 7.
The boundary conditions dictate which solutions propagate. For example,
if M is not homogeneous elastic half space, but is instead a vacuum (or air) the
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resulting wave is a Rayleigh wave, where there are no SH waves. The particle
motion is retrograde, and displayed in Figure 13.

Figure 13.

Illustration of Rayleigh Wave. Source: [15].

If M is not a homogeneous elastic half space, but is instead an
incompressible fluid (water) the resulting wave is a Scholte wave [18]. The
particle motion again is retrograde, and the amplitude decays exponentially with
distance from the boundary. An illustration of a Scholte wave is displayed in
Figure 14.

Figure 14.

Illustration of Scholte Wave. Source: [19].
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IV.
A.

METHODOLOGY

OVERVIEW
This chapter explains the methods chosen to calibrate the data using IRIS

software, why these methods were chosen, and the data analysis conducted with
MATLAB. Multiple routes to calibration were available, and picking the most
effective way forward proved challenging. Many different software calibrations
methods are available from IRIS, and a few different methods to get calibrated
data on MATLAB (manually) were attempted before the steps were decided
upon. The steps laid out in this chapter should allow follow-on study with
somewhat less of a learning curve for non-seismologists.
B.

CHOOSING THE OBS
The global view on the IRIS website, displayed in Figure 1, of the available

OBSs proved a convenient place to start the OBS selection process. This global
view allows the user to focus on the desired area and select individual sensors.
Once selected, a window, which is shown in Figure 15, is opened that displays to
the user the dates of available data and a link to more information. It becomes
readily apparent if the selected OBS is a short period vice long period. In most
cases, the short period OBS dates available will be for days and weeks versus
multiple months.
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Figure 15.

Convenient Use of Global View for OBS Selection.
Source: [1].

Once the user clicks on the “more information” link, the specific OBS page
opens and allows the user to view the network and station information with the
channels available. Figure 16 shows this page. The user can select any of the
channels and view the response curve, the depth, sensor location in latitude and
longitude, and the response (RESP) and poles and zeroes (PZ) files.
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Figure 16.

C.

Detailed Information on OBS Selected from
Global Map. Source: [20].

REQUESTING DATA FROM IRIS
There are multiple ways to request data from IRIS. The method used in

this thesis made use of the link in Figure 16, “Make a batch request for data
(breq_fast).” The breq_fast request form, displayed in Figure 17, is selfexplanatory with required items that must be entered starred. The “label” can be
anything the user wants, which is the name of the file sent by the Data
Management Center (DMC) to the entered email. The DMC is the part of IRIS
that stores and makes available the seismic data [21]. After the “Start Query”
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button is pressed, Figure 18 depicts the final webpage opened. For this thesis,
“Full SEED” was the format used. After the form is submitted, IRIS sends an
email with a link to download the requested SEED file directly. The link is
available for 24 hours. “Full SEED” is used because of the various calibration
files that Full SEED makes available with IRIS software.

Figure 17.

The BREQ_FAST Request Form Used to Get SEED Data
from IRIS. Source: [22].
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Figure 18.

D.

Final Submission Page to Get SEED Data from IRIS.
Source: [23].

DATA ANALYSIS
It is at this point where a Mac computer (or another Unix-based machine)

is required to process the data. As pointed out in Scobo’s thesis [1], Unix is
required to run IRIS’s available software. A Mac computer proves useful because
of the UNIX availability in the “Terminal” application. With an Internet search of
Unix commands combined with the manuals that are available on IRIS’s website,
a novice Unix user can at least use the installed programs from IRIS with
practice. Installing and compiling Unix code, though, is not a trivial endeavor
without previous Unix experience, and it is recommended to get assistance
installing and compiling from someone with skills in Unix before proceeding with
the data analysis portion. The IRIS website conveniently has instruction manuals
for all of its software with examples that greatly assist novice operators.
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1.

Rdseed v5.3.1

Rdseed reads the SEED files and outputs the raw data in SAC format,
which is a binary format that can be read by the SAC software or MATLAB. In
addition, RESP files and PZ files for all available channels can be output by
rdseed for use in the calibration process. Rdseed proved effective and somewhat
user-friendly after installed. Figure 19 displays a terminal window with typical
rdseed commands. It is recommended to have an interactive manual open during
the first few times using this software. The user can choose the dates and times
to limit the SAC file’s size. A user could also download a multiple-day SEED file
and then use rdseed to chop the SEED file into the desired times for SAC file
output. The rdseed depicted in Figure 19 is in the prompt mode, which walks the
user through the inputs to get a SAC file, a RESP file, and a PZ file (if desired).

Figure 19.

Example Rdseed Usage in Prompt Mode.
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2.

EVALRESP

For this thesis, EVALRESP was used to produce frequency amplitude
phase (FAP) files. The FAP file is an ASCII file with three columns (frequency,
amplitude, and phase) which can be used to apply the sensor response and
obtain calibrated data. EVALRESP is built into the SAC program’s “transfer”
command, but if the user wants to obtain a FAP file, the EVALRESP software
must be run separately. According to the SAC Manual [24], the advantage of
using a FAP with the “transfer” function “is that one can include additional stages
of the instrument response and/or control more explicitly the frequency range
over which the correction is applied.” A frequency range is chosen when building
a FAP file within EVALRESP.
Figure 20 depicts a sample EVALRESP command to generate a FAP file
from the YM 39 OBS used in this thesis. Because channels 1, 2, and Z were
used in data analysis, a FAP file for all three channels had to be generated in the
method shown in Figure 20 for channel Z. The EVALRESP manual [25] provides
detailed information on the commands in Figure 20. In this figure, “39” is the
station, “BHZ” is the channel, 2008 is the year, 348 is the Julian date, “0 20’ lists
the frequency range sought after, “2049” is the requested number of samples in
the given frequency range, and “-f” precedes the file location. The RESP file
called, in this case “RESP.YM.39..BHZ,” is the response file generated by the
rdseed program, “-s” is the type of spacing requested (“lin” for linear spacing is
chosen here), and “-r” is the response type which is set to “FAP” [25].

Figure 20.

Sample EVALRESP Input for FAP File.

In addition to a FAP file, EVALRESP can also output a complex spectra
(CS) file and an amplitude phase (AP) file. The CS file is a three column file
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containing the frequency, real part of the amplitude, and imaginary part of the
amplitude, whereas the AP file is similar to the FAP file except that frequency is
not included.
3.

SAC

SAC software, with the built-in transfer function, produced the calibrated
data for this thesis. Figure 21 demonstrates the commands used for this thesis.
Again, it is recommended to open an interactive software manual, available on
the IRIS website, when using SAC. After reading-in the SAC data file with the
read (r) command, any linear trends and offsets were removed with a remove
trend command (rtr). The digital Fourier transform (DFT) that is used with a
transfer function can pad the beginning and end of a time series with zeros so
that SAC can achieve a power of 2 number of points. The “taper” command was
applied to the data sequence after removing the trend to reduce sidelobes in the
spectral data. The default setting for the taper command is a Hanning taper with
a width of .05 times the entire length of data used [24]. Therefore, the amplitude
of 10% of the data sequence is reduced by the taper and was discarded from
analysis.
The

SAC

program

has

multiple

built-in

seismic

analysis

tools.

Unfortunately, the SAC manual does not go into much detail discussing the
theory behind how these analysis tools operate. The “transfer” command built
into the SAC program “performs deconvolution to remove an instrument
response and convolution to apply another instrument response.” [24] The
transfer command can be achieved using either a RESP file, a FAP file, or a PZ
file. During a transfer with FAP file option, if a frequency is encountered below
the lowest frequency in the FAP file, the algorithm uses the lowest frequency
given for the correction. Similarly, if the frequency encountered is above the max
FAP file frequency, the algorithm uses the highest frequency given. The rdseed
program produces the PZ and RESP files. The EVALRESP program, as
discussed earlier, produces the FAP file. The four numbers following “freq” in
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Figure 21 are the frequency limits, f1 through f4. According to the SAC Manual
[24], the frequency limits should be such that f1 < f2 < f3 < f4. A high-pass taper
is applied between f1 and f2, no taper (unity) is applied between f2 and f3, and a
low-pass taper is applied between f3 and f4. To avoid ringing, [24] recommends
that f2=2*f1 and f4>=2*f3. When using SAC, the file that is read-in will remain
there unless the program is commanded to do otherwise. The INICM command
deletes any data in memory and was used prior to any new file to be read in [24].

Figure 21.

4.

SAC Example of Transfer Command Using FAP File to
Calibrate Data.
RSAC.m

The rsac.m program is a publicly available MATLAB program that reads a
SAC file and outputs a three column MATLAB file that is easily useable for
analysis. The first rsac.m column in the output is time, the second column is
amplitude, and the third column contains the SAC header information and was
not used in this thesis.
5.

MATLAB Data Analysis

MATLAB was used for data analysis on the calibrated SAC files after the
data was read using rsac.m. Three functions (see Appendix A) were written that
take as inputs a maximum desired amplitude, the sampling frequency of the
OBS, and the data from the three orthogonal seismometer channels from an
OBS. The first function entitled “vibration_analysis.m” finds the peaks of the
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signal above the maximum amplitude and checks the times between these
peaks. It then looks for the longest period of time between peaks. If a quiescent
period (a period of time during which the signal remains below the maximum
amplitude) is found in the vertical channel that is at least an hour long, a power
spectral density (PSD) using the pwelch function in MATLAB is conducted on the
quiescent period. The PSD displays all three orthogonal channels. The data
within the taper at the beginning and end of the input time series is not included
in the quiescent period and is removed prior to a PSD being conducted. If there
is not at least an hour of quiescent time, a different MATLAB function was used.
If the signal was too high and no hour-long quiescent periods exist, the function
high_amp_vibration_analysis.m was used. This program finds the three-hour
time period with the lowest mean amplitude and outputs the same information as
the vibration_analysis.m program. If the 24-hour sample was low amplitude and
did not cross the maximum amplitude line, the low_amp_vibration_analysis.m
was conducted, which outputs a PSD for the entire sample.
There are also three different types of histograms produced by these
programs. The first is a histogram of the amplitudes throughout a 24-hour period.
Both non-logarithmic and logarithmic y-axes were required to adequately display
all of the occurrences. The next two histograms involved the desired maximum
amplitude threshold which is entered into the functions. The first is a histogram of
width of pulses that exceed the maximum amplitude threshold, and the second is
a histogram of lengths of time between these pulses that exceed the maximum
amplitude threshold. Both of these histograms are completed logarithmically and
non-logarithmically to ensure that outliers are displayed.
The maximum amplitude threshold histograms were completed because
vibration amplitudes above a certain level would likely result in a noise floor too
high to obtain satisfactory performance for the bottom mounted sensor. However,
since the performance of a future bottom mounted sensor is unknown, the
maximum amplitude threshold was chosen somewhat arbitrarily to be 5x10-5 m/s
based on observations of high amplitude activity. This threshold proved to be a
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good indicator of high amplitude, seismic activity (non-quiescent), and the
threshold was thus used to compare the velocities measured at all of the OBS
locations. Only YM 39 had standard deviations for 24-hour periods that regularly
exceeded this threshold, and the other three OBSs, with the exception of a
couple of days, remained well below.
E.

CHALLENGES FACED WITH CALIBRATION
The largest challenge faced for this thesis was obtaining calibrated data

before analysis could be conducted in MATLAB. [8] describes the LDEO OBS as
able to effectively measure from .01 to 20 Hz. The LDEO OBS’s response curve,
illustrated in Figure 22, changes by 2 orders of magnitude from .01 to 1 Hz. Figure
23 exhibits the SIO OBS’s response curve that has nearly a flat response from .01
to 20 Hz. Because of the LDEO response curve, getting the calibrated data
becomes more complicated than just dividing the raw counts by the sensitivity.

Figure 22.

LDEO OBS Response Curve for YM 39 Channel Z.
Source: [26].
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Figure 23.

SIO OBS Response Curve from Channel Z of 7D J65A.
Source: [27].

Due to lack of familiarity with SAC software, and because the SAC manual
does not go into detail about the process behind calibration, calibration was
initially conducted with MATLAB using the CS file. This proved to be more
complicated than necessary, especially after conversation with a seismologist
who stated that the SAC software was quite able to complete the calibration
correction sufficiently. There were four ways attempted to complete the
calibration that involved the IRIS SAC software and the time series webserver
(TSWS).
Figure 24 displays the TSWS webpage. The TSWS allows a user to pick
the network, station, channel, date(s), time, and multiple calibration/filtration
options. Depending on the selection, it will immediately produce a plot or
downloadable data in a user-selected format. For rsac.m to work with the TSWS
data, “SAC binary little-endian” must be selected. With the correct settings, the
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TSWS provided a convenient way to double check time plots. Without correct
settings, the TSWS produced some odd results that could be misleading.
To illustrate, Figure 25 is a TSWS plot of a full day from YM 39, with
frequency limits of .01-.02-10-20 Hz, the instrument correction applied, and
“remove mean” selected. Figure 26 is a MATLAB plot produced with FAP
calibrated data of the same time period and settings. Both plots appear similar.

Figure 24.

TSWS Webpage. Source: [28].
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Figure 25.

Figure 26.

TSWS Plot of YM 39 on June 13, 2008, 24 Hours,
Frequency Limits of .01-.02-10-20 Hz. Source: [28].

MATLAB Plot of YM 39 on June 13, 2008, 24 Hours,
Frequency Limits of .01-.02-10-20 Hz, FAP Calibrated.
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However, if the frequency range is changed slightly to 0-.02-10-20 Hz, and
all other settings remain unchanged, the TSWS produces the plot in Figure 27.
Figure 28 displays the FAP calibrated file with the same settings. Although the
plot has changed with apparent ringing, it still is recognizable as a seismogram
with close to the same values as the previous FAP plot.

Figure 27.

TSWS Plot of YM 39 on June 13, 2008, 24 Hours,
Frequency Limits of 0-.02-10-20 Hz. Source: [28].
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Figure 28.

MATLAB Plot of YM 39 on June 13, 2008, 24 Hours,
Frequency Limits of 0-.02-10-20 Hz, FAP Calibrated.

Smaller samples of the same day were inspected with similar results.
Figure 29 shows a TSWS output of 4080 samples, from 12:00:00 to 12:01:42 on
13 June 2008. The settings were the same as for Figure 25, with frequency limits
of .01-.02-10-20 Hz, instrument correction applied, and “remove mean” selected.
Figure 30 displays what happens to this smaller data sample when “remove
mean” is not selected with all other settings unchanged.
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Figure 29.
TSWS Plot of YM 39 on June 13, 2008, from 12:00:00 to
12:01:42, Frequency Limits of .01-.02-10-20 Hz. Source: [28].

Figure 30.
TSWS Plot of YM 39 on June 13, 2008, from 12:00:00 to
12:01:42, Frequency Limits of .01-.02-10-20 Hz, Remove Mean
Deselected. Source: [28].
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Figure 31 is a FAP calibrated plot of the same time period without “remove
trend” applied. This behavior of the TSWS led to the conclusion that other
calibration methods were needed besides using the user-friendly TSWS. If the
frequency limits are applied correctly, the instrument correction is applied, and
“remove mean” is selected, the amplitude of TSWS plots can still differ from the
FAP, PZ, and RESP calibrated plots, but the shape of the signal is nearly
identical to the other calibration methods.

Figure 31.

MATLAB Plot of YM 39 on June 13, 2008, 12:00:00 to
12:01:42, Frequency Limits of .01-.02-10-20 Hz, FAP
Calibrated, Remove Trend Not Completed.

The remaining SAC calibration methods produced very similar results if
the frequency limits were set the same. It was initially thought that FAP produced
superior results to both a RESP and PZ calibrated file, but it was later discovered
that FAP, RESP, and PZ calibrated files are nearly identical. Figures 32 and 33
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show four different methods to gain calibrated data for both OBSs. Figure 32 is
from YM 39 on June 13, 2008, and Figure 33 is from 7D J65A on November 15,
2011. Of note, all the plots are nearly identical, but the TSWS produces different
amplitudes in Figure 32.

Figure 32.

MATLAB Plot of Different Calibration Methods for
YM 39 on June 13, 2008.
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Figure 33.

MATLAB Plot of Different Calibration Methods for
7D J65A on November 15, 2011.

Because of the similarity of the data from the three SAC calibration
techniques and because of the work already completed with FAP files, the FAP
calibration technique was used for the data in this thesis. Any of the methods
available with the SAC transfer, either FAP, RESP, or PZ files, would have been
sufficient for use.
Some idiosyncrasies with the software proved to hold additional
challenges. Each time a transfer command in SAC was used, the command line
involved a “from” type of file (i.e. RESP, PZ, FAP) and an optional “to” desired
units (e.g., velocity and displacement). Figure 21 is an example of transfer with a
“to vel” (to velocity) command. The default waveform is displacement, so if a “to
none” line is entered, the SAC manual [24] states that the output will default to
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displacement. If no “to” line is entered (left blank), SAC will assume it is “to none”
[24]. A transfer with a FAP file, though, does not necessarily follow the SAC
manual, which led to an assumption that calibrated files were in units of velocity
when the files output were actually acceleration. Figure 34 summarizes the SAC
peculiarities with the transfer command that led to some analysis challenges.

Figure 34.
F.

Summary of SAC Transfer Output.

SUMMARIZED DATA ANALYSIS STEPS
The steps described in this chapter are summarized in Figure 35.

Figure 35.

Methodology and Data Analysis Summary.
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V.
A.

RESULTS

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
1.

YM 39 and YM 38

YM 39 was the most erratic of the OBSs sampled. It had the highest
variation in standard deviation and the largest variation in percentage of time
spent above max amplitude. Most samples did not have at least one hour of
quiescent time and had to be analyzed with the high amplitude vibration analysis
code. In most instances for YM 39, the PSDs taken from the quiescent periods
displayed a decreasing amplitude with increasing frequency and no apparent
narrowband frequencies as illustrated in Figure 36; however, the decibel levels
differed from sample to sample. Discrete frequencies do show up in the PSDs of
the entire 24-hour period, which is displayed in Figure 37.

Figure 36.

YM 39, PSD from August 1, 2008, Quiescent Period (Three
Hours with Lowest Mean Amplitude).
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Figure 37.

YM 39, August 1, 2008, PSD for Entire Day

If the PSD for channel Z is graphed on a logarithmic x and y axis, it appears
almost as a straight line as in Figure 38. Most spectral densities for YM 39
channel Z follow this pattern with only slight variations from the overall slope. The
velocity time series plot responsible for this PSD, Figure 39, represents a typical
appearance of the majority of the days for YM 39.
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Figure 38.

YM 39, August 1, 2008, PSD with Logarithmic Axes.

Figure 39.

YM 39 Velocity Time Series, August 1, 2008.

For the low frequency range, shown in Figure 40, most of YM 39’s PSDs
exhibited a steady decline with the same overall pattern from month to month.
However, even though the overall shape and slope remained consistent, the
decibel level varied greatly from sample to sample and was far more inconsistent
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than the other OBSs. The drop off in decibel levels close to 0 Hz is due to the
bandpass filter, which starts with a taper at .01 Hz.

Figure 40.

YM 39, PSD, August 1, 2008, 0 to 2 Hz.

YM 38, however, had the lowest amplitudes of all four OBSs, especially in
the vertical channel. Channel 1 and channel 2 exhibited much higher amplitudes
than channel Z for all days sampled. This is shown by the fact that the decibel
level of the vertical channel hovered around 10 to 20 dB less than the horizontal
channels. The channel Z plot showed hints of discrete frequencies, especially
around 4 Hz, 6 Hz, and 8 Hz, but the appearance of the discrete frequencies
differed slightly from month to month like in Figure 41 where the discrete
frequencies are located at approximately 4 Hz and 7 Hz. A visual comparison of
plots between YM 38 and YM 39 on the same dates revealed no common
discrete frequencies and different appearances of the time series plots. In
particular, YM 38 was quieter than YM 39 by around 2 orders of magnitude.
Figure 41 displays a typical YM 38 PSD for a quiescent period. Figure 42 is from
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the same sample between 0 to 2 Hz. Most 24-hour samples from YM 38 never
had any amplitude spikes above the max amplitude threshold.

Figure 41.

Figure 42.

YM 38, PSD for Quiescent Period, August 1, 2008.

YM 38, PSD for Quiescent Period, August 1, 2008, 0 to 2
Hz.
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The sample from August 1, 2008 is an example of one of the few days when
the amplitude crossed the maximum amplitude threshold. As displayed in Figure
43, there are two large amplitude occurrences. Figure 44 is a close-up of the
largest amplitude spike, and the amplitude increase does not appear to cause
any ringing on the plot.

Figure 43.

Figure 44.

YM 38, Velocity Time Series, August 1, 2008.

YM 38, August 1, 2008, Close-Up of Highest Amplitude
Event in Velocity Time Series
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Unlike in OBS YM 39, most of the high amplitudes in the horizontal
channels do not show up in the vertical channel. Figure 45 is a depiction of
channel 1 from YM 38 on August 1, 2008. The higher amplitudes in the beginning
of the day do not translate into a high response in channel Z, but the two highamplitude occurrences after the 3x104 second mark and 4x104 second mark do
appear in the vertical channel.

Figure 45.

YM 38 Velocity Time Series, Channel 1, August 1, 2008.

Although YM 38 and YM 39 were located in the Luzon Strait in close
proximity, the two OBSs displayed vastly different results. YM 39 was not
consistent, and YM 38 displayed much lower vertical vibrational disturbances.
2.

7D J65A and 7D J73A

Both OBSs west of the Strait of Juan de Fuca, 7D J65A and 7D J73A
display similar and consistent results. 7D J65A exhibits the same consistent
pattern almost every day where channel Z peaked at 8 to 9 Hz with varying
decibel levels. Figures 46 and 47 depict the two 7D J65A plots with maximum
and minimum decibel levels at around 9 Hz. Channel Z in Figure 46 peaks at
around -130 dB and in Figure 47 peaks at around -150 dB.
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Figure 46.

7D J65A, PSD of Quiescent Period (Three Hours with
Lowest Mean Amplitude), February 15, 2012.

Figure 47.

7D J65A, PSD of Quiescent Period (Three Hours with
Lowest Mean Amplitude), March 1, 2012.
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Figure 48 is from 7D J73A, March 1, 2012, and shows an increase in
decibels after 10 Hz. Even though a low-pass taper is applied at 10 Hz, 7D
J73A’s decibel levels continue to increase after this taper is applied. Decibel
levels for channel Z peak after the taper from as low as -160 dB to as high
as -130 dB. This pattern of decibel level increase after the taper is present in
nearly every sample.

Figure 48.

7D J73A, PSD of Quiescent Period (Three Hours with
Lowest Mean Amplitude), March 1, 2012.

From 0 to 2 Hz, 7D J65A and 7D J73A are similar, with both OBSs peaking
at around 0.2 Hz and then displaying a steady, almost linear, decline after the
peak. Figures 49 and 50 depict 0 to 2 Hz from both OBSs on the same day,
March 1, 2012.
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Figure 49.

7D J65A, PSD of Quiescent Period (Three Hours with
Lowest Mean Amplitude), March 1, 2012, 0 to 2 Hz.

Figure 50.

7D J73A, PSD of Quiescent Period (Three Hours with
Lowest Mean Amplitude), March 1, 2012, 0 to 2 Hz.
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3.

PSD Conclusion

Figures 51 and 52 summarize the OBS PSD variability, focusing in on 1
Hz and 5 Hz. The decibel levels for both 1 Hz and 5 Hz are graphed per sample
for all samples taken. The results show fairly steady decibel levels for all OBSs at
the frequencies except YM 39, which is the least consistent and noisiest of all the
OBSs sampled. The decibel levels at 5 Hz are similar for YM 38 and the two
OBSs located west of the Strait of Juan de Fuca. At 1 Hz, though, 7D J65A and
7D J73A are consistently stronger. Tables listing all the values in Figures 51 and
52 are located in Annex B.

Figure 51.

Quiescent PSD Values at 1 Hz and 5 Hz for
YM 39 and YM 38.

Figure 52.

Quiescent PSD Values at 1 Hz and 5 Hz for
7D J65A and J73A.
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Although acceleration is not discussed in Results, acceleration can be
obtained from the velocity data used in all of the figures by using Equation 21,
where a is acceleration,  is angular frequency, and v is velocity. Appendix B
contains rms acceleration for all vertical channels.

a  i v
B.

(21)

AMPLITUDE HISTOGRAMS
1.

7D J65A and 7D J73A

Amplitude histograms were generally viewed with a logarithmic y-axis so
that more details were available. However, any velocity time series plot that was
consistent and without multiple large amplitude spikes appeared Gaussian if
viewed without a logarithmic axis. Most of the 7D J65A and 7D J73A amplitude
histograms were Gaussian in appearance. Every amplitude histogram from these
two OBSs viewed on a logarithmic scale looked similar to either Figure 53 or
Figure 56. Figure 53 is from OBS 7D J73A, November 1, 2011. Figure 54
displays the same histogram, but with a non-logarithmic y-axis. The channel Z
time series plot represented by these histograms is shown in Figure 55.
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Figure 53.

Figure 54.

7D J73A, Amplitude Histogram, November 1, 2011.

7D J73A, Amplitude Histogram, November 1, 2011, NonLogarithmic.
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Figure 55.

7D J73A, Velocity Time Series, November 1, 2011.

Figure 56 displays a narrower histogram in a logarithmic plot. Such narrow
histograms were also common in many of the days from 7D J65A and 7D J73A.
The histogram in Figure 56 naturally has a smaller number of amplitude events
that surpass the amplitude threshold. Figures 57 and 58 display the same
information in non-logarithmic plots, but Figure 58 is a close-up displaying the
single, larger amplitude events that occurred throughout this sample day. Figure
59 is the velocity time series plot of channel Z for July 1, 2012, represented by
the histograms in Figures 56 through 58. Both OBSs are consistent enough that
the wider and narrow histograms in Figure 53 and Figure 56 are representative of
the range of standard deviation and shapes of all the data investigated.
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Figure 56.

Figure 57.

7D J73A, Amplitude Histogram, July 1, 2012.

7D J73A, Amplitude Histogram, July 1, 2012, NonLogarithmic.
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Figure 58.

7D J73A, Amplitude Histogram, July 1, 2012,
Close-Up Non-Logarithmic.

Figure 59.

7D J73A, Velocity Time Series, July 1, 2012,
Channel Z.

2.

YM 39 and YM 38

For the YM 39 and YM 38 OBSs, the non-logarithmic amplitude
histograms miss many details otherwise available with a logarithmic plot. Many
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time series plots for both YM 38 and YM 39 involve long, relatively quiet time
periods followed by shorter periods of higher amplitude vibrations. Figure 60 from
June 13, 2008, displays this type of time series plot. The amplitude histogram in
Figure 61 is logarithmic, and the amplitude histogram in Figure 62 is not and
misses useful specifics provided in Figure 61. Many of the histograms for YM 38
and YM 39 have similar appearances, although the samples from YM 38 were up
to two orders of magnitude smaller in standard deviation.

Figure 60.

YM39, Velocity Time Series, June 13, 2008, Channel Z.
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Figure 61.

Figure 62.

YM 39, Amplitude Histogram, June 13, 2008.

YM 39 Amplitude Histogram, Non-Logarithmic,
June 13, 2008.
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Multiple amplitude histograms from both YM 38 and YM 39 appear in a
crown-type shape shown in Figure 63. Figure 64 is the time series plot for the
same day, February 1, 2009. This histogram illustrates the common shape for
the plots when there were calm periods interrupted by multiple, almost impulsive,
amplitude spikes. Figures 65 and 66, from August 1, 2008, display the same
behavior with YM 38 but at a much smaller amplitude. Initially this behavior was
thought to be electronic clipping, but there are histogram examples with the same
appearance but increased amplitude. The vibrations arrive and are symmetric
with an equal positive and negative amplitude response.

Figure 63.

YM 39, Amplitude Histogram, February 1, 2009.
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Figure 64.

Figure 65.

YM 39, Velocity Time Series, February 1, 2009.

YM 38, Amplitude Histogram, August 1, 2008.
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Figure 66.
3.

YM 38, Velocity Time Series, August 1, 2008, Channel Z.
Amplitude Histogram Conclusion

The histograms for both the OBSs located west of the Strait of Juan de
Fuca proved that the data these two OBSs collected was consistent with few
outliers. This led to amplitude histograms with the appearance of a normal
distribution. Many samples taken from the OBSs in the Luzon Strait displayed
long, relatively quiet periods, which were abruptly interrupted by higher amplitude
seismic readings. These particular events were responsible for the crown-type
shapes in Figures 63 and 65.
C.

HISTOGRAMS OF HIGH AMPLITUDE PULSE WIDTHS AND
HISTOGRAMS OF TIME BETWEEN HIGH AMPLITUDE PULSES
Two types of histograms were based on a maximum entered amplitude

threshold: a histogram of the width of pulses that exceeded the maximum
amplitude and a histogram of times between these pulses. As mentioned in
Chapter IV, the maximum amplitude threshold chosen for this thesis was 5x10-5
m/s. Although this threshold was higher than the standard deviation of any OBS
except for YM 39, all of the OBSs have occurrences where the amplitude
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surpasses this line. This threshold proved to be a good indicator of high
amplitude, non-quiescent activity.
1.

7D J65A and 7D J73A

Both OBSs west of the Strait of Juan de Fuca spent around 6% of the
sampled time above the maximum amplitude threshold. For these OBSs, the
maximum signal length above the maximum amplitude threshold was around 6
seconds, but the majority of these high amplitude signals were 1 second or less
in length. Figure 67 is a representative histogram of signals that exceeded the
maximum amplitude threshold for both 7D J65A and 7D J73A. Figure 68 is the
time series associated with this histogram.

Figure 67.

7D J65A, November 15, 2011, Width of Signals
Exceeding Maximum Amplitude Threshold
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Figure 68.

7D J65A, November 15, 2011,
Velocity Time Series

The vast majority of times between signals that exceeded the maximum
amplitude was 1 second or less. Figures 69 and 70 display time between events,
and Figure 71 is a close up with a bin width of 1 second. The higher amplitude
signals occur in groups, which explains the large number of occurrences of the 1
second or less bin.

Figure 69.

7D J65A, November 15, 2011, Time Between
Signals That Exceed Maximum Amplitude
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Figure 70.

7D J65A, November 15, 2011, Time Between Signals That
Exceed Maximum Amplitude, Non-Logarithmic

Figure 71.

7D J65A, November 15, 2011, Time Between
Signals That Exceed Maximum Amplitude
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2.

YM 39 AND YM 38

OBS YM 39 spent an average of 52% of time above the maximum
amplitude threshold over all the days sampled, although the percentage of time
spent above the threshold varied significantly from 1% to 91% per day sampled.
The sample from March 15, 2009, spent 54% of the time above the threshold,
which is close to the overall YM 39 average of 52%. Figure 72 depicts the time
series of channel Z from March 15, 2009. Figure 73 is the histogram of signal
widths above the maximum amplitude threshold, and Figure 74 displays the
times between these signals. Figure 75 is non-logarithmic, and displays the
single occurrences where the largest time period between signals is almost five
minutes.

Figure 72.

YM 39, March 15, 2009, Velocity Time Series
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Figure 73.

Figure 74.

YM 39, March 15, 2009, Width of Signals Exceeding
Maximum Amplitude Threshold

YM 39, March 15, 2009, Time Between Signals That Exceed
Maximum Amplitude Threshold
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Figure 75.

3.

YM 39, March 15, 2009, Time Between Signals
That Exceed Maximum Amplitude Threshold

Conclusion

It was anticipated that the length of time between high amplitude signals
would be short for the days with a high percentage of time spent above the
maximum amplitude threshold. What was unexpected, however, was the fact that
the majority of times between high amplitude signals were 1 second or less for
an OBS that spent only 7% of its time above the maximum amplitude (Figure 68).
This confirms that the high amplitude signals tend to occur in groups. The
maximum time spent between signals on this same day was 16 minutes, but this
only occurred once in a 24 hour sample. Table 2 summarizes the extremes of the
OBSs.
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Table 2. Maximum and Minimum Standard Deviations and Times
Spent Above the Maximum Amplitude for All OBSs

OBS
YM 39
YM 38
7D J65A
7D J73A

Max standard deviation Min standard deviation Max % of time spent Min % of time spent
observed (µm/s)
observed (µm/s)
above max amplitude above max amplitude
662
16.1
91
1
7.3
0.23
0.16
0
117
7.2
24
0
39.9
7.6
21
0
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VI.
A.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

METHODOLOGY
The global view on the IRIS website proved useful in the selection of

OBSs that were co-located in significant geographic chokepoints. IRIS also made
it convenient to select the OBS directly, view the detailed information, and
request the data directly from the OBS information webpage. The publicly
available seismic processing software on the IRIS website was essential in
obtaining calibrated data from the raw data. Manual calibration was attempted,
but the IRIS software, which was designed by the seismology community, was
quite capable once familiarity with the software was established. There were
multiple paths to calibrated data, especially using the SAC transfer function, but
the novice user will need to ensure that the SAC transfer output is in the units
that he/she is expecting. A Mac computer, or a Unix-based operating system, is
required to operate the IRIS software. The MATLAB rsac.m function was a
convenient method to convert SAC data to a MATLAB format.
B.

RESULTS
Out of the four OBSs, three proved consistent from month to month in

their individual discrete frequencies and decibel levels, but there were no
common discrete frequencies between OBSs that were located in the same
geographic area. YM 39 in the Luzon Strait was erratic with large differences in
decibel levels from sample to sample. The amplitude histograms for 7D J65A and
7D J73A displayed what appeared to be normal distributions, with the exception
of a couple of outliers with some seismic activity noted. YM 39 and YM 38
displayed oddly shaped amplitude histograms that were the result of long
quiescent periods interrupted by large, impulsive seismic activity. The histograms
based on the maximum amplitude threshold showed that the higher amplitude
vibrations occurred in groups, with the vast majority of counts occurring with a
second or less between events. Even the histograms from samples where the
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percentage of time spent above the maximum amplitude threshold was low
showed results where the vast majority of time between signals was one second
or less.
The extreme differences between YM 38 and YM 39 lead to questions
about environmental effects on YM 39 that are not affecting YM 38. Even though
YM 38 exhibited some high-amplitude activity on occasion, it was far more quiet
and consistent than YM 39. There was not much in the way of commonality
between these two OBSs despite their close proximity in the same geographic
area.
7D J65A and 7D J73A had close values in decibel levels, standard
deviation, and percentage of time spent above the maximum amplitude threshold
in almost every sample taken on the same day, with the exception of a couple of
outliers higher amplitude seismic events. It would appear that west of the Strait of
Juan de Fuca is a fairly homogeneous location with regard to environmental
factors on the ocean floor.
C.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
1.

Transfer Functions to Reduce Long Period Noise

Pressure from infragravity waves on the surface of the ocean can
penetrate to the ocean floor causing deformation of the ocean floor [5]. According
to [5], these pressure variations are the source of long period seismic noise, from
around 30 seconds to 100 or more seconds (1 to 3.3 mHz). These pressure
variations are also picked up by the DPG. Therefore, a transfer function can be
developed that can get rid of the seismic noise caused by the surface waves.
This could also possibly be used to take noise out of any future bottom mounted
sensor.
2.

Environmental Effects in the Luzon Strait

The extreme differences between the two OBSs in the Luzon Strait
present questions about environmental effects on YM 39 that are not affecting
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YM 38. The Luzon Strait is known for its large internal wave activity, and
investigating a correlation between this activity with OBS results would be an
interesting study. A detailed study of currents and tides in the local region
combined with OBS results could also prove useful.
3.

Correlation of Data with Other OBS in Luzon Strait, Possible
Mechanical Failure of YM 39

Other OBSs in the neighborhood of YM 38 and YM 39 could be inspected
to correlate the results obtained in this thesis. IRIS data problem reports were
searched, but no OBSs in the YM network were listed. Currently, then, there are
no indications of a mechanical failure of YM 39, but additional data could be
explored to both confirm the results and rule out any mechanical failure of YM 39.
4.

Electronic Noise Floor of OBSs

The electronic noise floors of the OBSs were not found during the
research for this thesis, and it is possible that the amplitude histograms with a
Gaussian appearance were the result of OBS electronic noise. Thus, the OBSs
could be limited by the electronic noise floor during quiescent periods. No
instrument noise models were found that provide the rough order of magnitude of
the electronic noise floor, and any future study should explore these questions
further. In particular, it would be valuable to have confidence in the ability of OBS
sensors to accurately measure ocean accelerations down to 10-6 m/s2 without
running into the electronic noise floor.
5.

OBS Requests

The OBSIP website [4] contains information for researchers to request
OBSIP instrument usage, and the OBSIP allows their OBS equipment to be
available to other government research or educational institutions [4]. Therefore,
LLNL or NPS could request usage of OBSs in other areas of interest.
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APPENDIX A. MATLAB CODE
A.

VIBRATION ANALYSIS CODE

function vibration_analysis(rsac_channel_Z,max_amp,Fs,rsac_channel_1,rsac_channel_2)
% OBS, ocean bottom seismometer, maximum amplitude, BHZ, sampling frequency
%
% Purpose: Takes three calibrated channels of OBS data, OBS sampling
% frequency, and maximum desired amplitude, and finds the maximum
% quiescent period (at least 1 hour in length where the amplitude
% does not exceed maximum amplitude). Function outputs an amplitude (m/s)
% vs time plot (for all three channels), the mean and standard deviation
% of entire sample amplitude, power spectral densities of longest
% quiescent period, a percentage of time spent above maximum desired
% amplitude, a histogram of amplitudes, a histogram of lengths of signals
% greater than max desired amplitude, and a histogram of time periods
% between signals that exceed maximum amplitude.
%
% Output Variables:
%
std_z = standard deviation of channel z amplitude
%
percentage_time_above_max_amp = percentage of time where amplitude
%
is greater than max amplitude
%
% Input Variables:
%
rsac_channel_Z = vertical .sac file after it has been read through
%
rsac.m
%
max_amp = desired maximum amplitude (m/s)
%
Fs = sampling frequency of OBS (Hz)
%
rsac_channel_1 = channel 1 .sac file after it has been read through
%
rsac.m
%
rsac_channel_2 = channel 2 .sac file after it has been read through
%
rsac.m
%
% Local Variables:
%
cal_data = calibrated vertical channel amplitude (m/s)
%
time = time (seconds)
%
PKS = value of peaks greater than max amplitudel (m/s)
%
LOCS = vector of location of PKS (integer location)
%
loop_index = binary file (index) for location of PKS
%
loop_index_logical = logical version of loop_index
%
cal_data1 = same as cal_data, but modified to zero-out peak
%
locations (m/s)
%
PKS2 = value of peaks in second peaks-finding function (m/s)
%
LOCS2 = vector of location of PKS2
%
loop_index_logical2=logical version of modified loop_index
%
cal_data2 = same as cal_data1, but modified to zero-out additional
%
peaks (m/s)
%
cal_data3 = same as cal_data2, but modified to contain longest
%
quiescent occurrence only (m/s)
%
largest_quiescent_index = index locating the largest quiescent
%
period
%
channel1_cal_data = calibrated amplitude of channel 1 (m/s)
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

channel2_cal_data = calibrated amplitude of channel 2 (m/s)
time_quiescent = time location of longest quiescent period (s)
N = FFT length
overlap = pwelch overlap value
Pxx = channel Z distribution of power per unit of freq, but in this
application units of [m/s/sqrt(Hz)]
F, F1, F2 = Frequency (Hz)
Pxx1 = channel 1 distribution of power per unit of freq, but in this
application units of [m/s/sqrt(Hz)]
Pxx2 = channel 2 distribution of power per unit of freq, but in this
application units of [m/s/sqrt(Hz)]
index = index locating where cal_data is greater than the maximum
amplitude
above_max_amp_time = time where cal_data is greater than maximum
amplitude (s)
outlier = logical index location where Z-amplitude is greater than
maximum amplitude
cal_data_update = same as cal_data, but only contains amplitudes
greater than maximum amplitude. (m/s)
W = vector with lengths of signals that exceed max amplitude
S = vector that contains different lengths of time between signals
that exceed max amplitude
Functions Called: None.
Filename: vibration_analysis.m
Written by: Jeremy R. Hankins

cal_data=rsac_channel_Z(:,2);
time=rsac_channel_Z(:,1);
cal_data_qplot=cal_data;
rsac1_qplot=rsac_channel_1(:,2);
rsac2_qplot=rsac_channel_2(:,2);
% plot amplitude (m/s) vs. time (s) for all channels
figure
plot(time,cal_data)
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title('Entire Day of Data with Desired Maximum Amplitude Displayed, Vertical Velocity (Channel
Z)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude','+/- max amplitude')
figure
plot(time,rsac_channel_1(:,2))
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
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title('Entire Day of Data with Desired Maximum Amplitude Displayed, Horizontal Velocity
(Channel 1)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude','+/- max amplitude')
figure
plot(time,rsac_channel_2(:,2))
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title('Entire Day of Data with Desired Maximum Amplitude Displayed, Horizontal Velocity
(Channel 2)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude','+/- max amplitude')
rsac_channel_1=rsac_channel_1(:,2);
rsac_channel_2=rsac_channel_2(:,2);
% find the peaks above the maximum amplitude
[PKS,LOCS]=findpeaks(abs(cal_data),'MinPeakHeight',max_amp);
% for-loop to create index locating where time between peaks is at least an
% hour
for i=1:length(LOCS);
if i==1
if time(LOCS(i))-time(1)>=(60*60);
loop_index(1:LOCS(i))=0;
else loop_index(1:LOCS(i))=1;
end
elseif i>1 && i<length(LOCS);
if time(LOCS(i))-time(LOCS(i-1))>=(60*60)
loop_index(LOCS(i-1):LOCS(i))=0;
else loop_index(LOCS(i-1):LOCS(i))=1;
end
elseif i==length(LOCS);
if length(time)-time(LOCS(i))>=(60*60)
loop_index(LOCS(i):length(time))=0;
else loop_index(LOCS(i):length(time))=1;
end
end
end
loop_index_logical=logical(loop_index);
cal_data1=cal_data;
cal_data1(loop_index_logical)=0;
% get rid of remaining peaks (which are located directly next to previous
% peak locations)
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[PKS2,LOCS2]=findpeaks(abs(cal_data1),'MinPeakHeight',max_amp);
for i=1:length(LOCS2)
loop_index(LOCS2(i)-60*Fs:LOCS2(i)+60*Fs)=1; %taking away 1 minute on either side of
remaining peaks
end
loop_index_logical2=logical(loop_index);
cal_data2=cal_data1;
cal_data2(loop_index_logical2)=0;
% find largest quiescent period
cal_data3=cal_data2;
largest_quiescent_index=ones(length(cal_data2),1);
X=diff(LOCS);
X=[LOCS(1)-1; X; length(cal_data2)-LOCS(length(LOCS))]; % need to add beginning length
I=find(X==max(X));
if I==1 && length(time(round(length(time)*.05):LOCS(I)))>=60*60*Fs
largest_quiescent_index(round(length(time)*.05):LOCS(I))=0;
elseif I==1 && length(time(round(length(time)*.05):LOCS(I)))<60*60*Fs
I=find(X==max(X(2:length(X))));
end
if I==length(X) && length(time(LOCS(I-1):length(cal_data2)-round(.05*length(time))))>=60*60*Fs
largest_quiescent_index(LOCS(I-1):length(cal_data2)-round(.05*length(time)))=0;
elseif I==length(X) && length(time(LOCS(I-1):length(cal_data2)round(.05*length(time))))<60*60*Fs
I=find(X==max(X(2:length(X)-1)));
end
if I>1 && I<length(X);
largest_quiescent_index(LOCS(I-1):LOCS(I))=0;
end
% Ensure X is at least an hour
Y = X(I);
if Y<=60*60*Fs
error='quiscent period not an hour use high amp vibration analysis'
elseif Y>60*60*Fs
display('hour of quiescent found')
end
largest_quiescent_index=logical(largest_quiescent_index);
cal_data3(largest_quiescent_index)=0;
channel1_cal_data=rsac_channel_1; %channel 1
channel1_cal_data(largest_quiescent_index)=0;
channel2_cal_data=rsac_channel_2; %channel2
channel2_cal_data(largest_quiescent_index)=0;
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time_quiescent=time(~largest_quiescent_index);
% plot longest quiescent period
figure
plot(time_quiescent,cal_data_qplot(~largest_quiescent_index))
hold on
plot([time_quiescent(1) time_quiescent(length(time_quiescent))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time_quiescent(1) time_quiescent(length(time_quiescent))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot(time_quiescent,rsac1_qplot(~largest_quiescent_index),'g')
hold on
plot(time_quiescent,rsac2_qplot(~largest_quiescent_index),'m')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title('Longest Continuous Quiescent Period (Based on Channel Z)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude, channel Z','+/- max amplitude','+/- max amplitude','Calibrated
amplitude, channel 1','Calibrated amplitude, channel 2')
% Power Spectral Density of quiescent period
N=2^12;
overlap=N/2;
figure
[Pxx,F]=pwelch(cal_data3(~largest_quiescent_index),hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
[Pxx1,F1]=pwelch(channel1_cal_data(~largest_quiescent_index),hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
[Pxx2,F2]=pwelch(channel2_cal_data(~largest_quiescent_index),hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx),'r')
hold on
plot(F1,10*log10(Pxx1),'b')
hold on
plot(F2,10*log10(Pxx2),'m')
ylabel('dB re m/s/$$\sqrt{Hz}$$','Interpreter','Latex','Fontsize',14)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Power Spectral Density Estimate','Longest Continuous Quiescent Period'},'Fontsize',16)
grid on
legend('Channel Z','Channel 1','Channel 2')
figure
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx),'r')
hold on
plot(F1,10*log10(Pxx1),'b')
hold on
plot(F2,10*log10(Pxx2),'m')
ylabel('dB re m/s/$$\sqrt{Hz}$$','Interpreter','Latex','Fontsize',14)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','Fontsize',12)
xlim([0 2])
title({'Power Spectral Density Estimate','Longest Continuous Quiescent Period, 0 to 2
Hz'},'Fontsize',16)
grid on
legend('Channel Z','Channel 1','Channel 2')
length_z=length(cal_data);
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taperz=floor(.05*length_z);
length_1=length(rsac_channel_1);
taper1=floor(.05*length_1);
length_2=length(rsac_channel_2);
taper2=floor(.05*length_2);
cal_data=cal_data(taperz:length_z-taperz);
rsac_channel_1=rsac_channel_1(taper1:length_1-taper1);
rsac_channel_2=rsac_channel_2(taper2:length_2-taper2);
time=time(taperz:length_z-taperz);
% Find percentage of time above maximum amplitude
index=abs(cal_data)>=max_amp;
above_max_amp_time=time(index);
percentage_time_above_max_amp=(length(above_max_amp_time)/length(time))*100
% Create square wave where amplitude surpasses maximum amplitude for use in
% histogram.
cal_data_update=cal_data;
outlier=abs(cal_data_update) > max_amp;
cal_data_update(~outlier)=0;
% Sets entire signal below max amp to zero
cal_data_update(outlier)=sign(cal_data_update(outlier)); % This sets all
% magnitudes above max amp to 1 (builds a square wave)
W=pulsewidth(abs(cal_data_update),Fs); % stores times of pulses above max amp
% W = pulsewidth(X) returns a vector, W, containing the time differences
% between the mid-reference level instants of the initial and final transitions
% of each positive-polarity pulse in the bilevel waveform, X.
[S,INITCROSS]=pulsesep(abs(cal_data_update),Fs);
S=[INITCROSS(1); S];
% S = pulsesep(X) returns the differences, S, between the mid-reference level
%instants of the final negative-going transitions of every positive-polarity
%pulse and the next positive-going transition. X is a bilevel waveform.
% [S,INITCROSS] = pulsesep(...) returns the mid-reference level instants,
% INITCROSS, of the first positive-polarity transitions.
figure
histogram(W)
set(gca,'Yscale','log') % this gives you average time of pulses above max amp
title({'Histogram of Length of Continuous Time Signal Exceeding Maximum','Channel
Z'},'Fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
figure
histogram(W)
ylim([0 50])
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xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Histogram of Length of Continuous Time Signal Exceeding Maximum','Channel
Z'},'Fontsize',16)
figure
histogram(S)
set(gca,'Yscale','log')
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Histogram of Length of Time Between Signals that Exceed Max Amplitude','Channel
Z'},'Fontsize',16)
figure
histogram(S)
ylim([0 50])
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Histogram of Length of Time Between Signals that Exceed Max Amplitude','Channel
Z'},'Fontsize',16)
figure
histogram(cal_data,400)
set(gca,'Yscale','log')
xlabel('Velocity Amplitude (m/s)')
ylabel('Number of Occurrences')
title('Histogram of Channel Z Amplitudes')
figure
histogram(cal_data,400)
xlabel('Velocity Amplitude (m/s)')
ylabel('Number of Occurrences maxed at 20')
ylim([0 20])
title('Histogram of Channel Z Amplitudes')
std_z=std(cal_data)

B.

HIGH AMPLITUDE VIBRATION ANALYSIS CODE

function
high_amp_vibration_analysis(rsac_channel_Z,max_amp,Fs,rsac_channel_1,rsac_channel_2)
% OBS, ocean bottom seismometer, maximum amplitude, BHZ, sampling frequency
%
% Purpose: Run this function if the sample day too noisy for
% vibration_analysis.m (not at least 1 hour in length where the amplitude
% does not exceed maximum amplitude). Takes three calibrated channels of
% OBS data, OBS sampling frequency, and maximum desired amplitude, and
% finds the three hours with lowest mean amplitude. Function outputs an
% amplitude (m/s) vs time plot (for all three channels), the mean and
% standard deviation of entire sample amplitude, power spectral densities
% of three-hour with lowest mean, a percentage of time spent above maximum
% desired amplitude, a histogram of amplitudes, a histogram of lengths of
% signals greater than max desired amplitude, and a histogram of time
% periods between signals that exceed maximum amplitude.
%
% Sample needs to be at least 15 hours long for this function to work
% properly.
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%
% Output Variables:
%
std_z = standard deviation of channel z amplitude
%
percentage_time_above_max_amp = percentage of time where amplitude
%
is greater than max amplitude
%
% Input Variables:
%
rsac_channel_Z = vertical .sac file after it has been read through
%
rsac.m
%
max_amp = desired maximum amplitude (m/s)
%
Fs = sampling frequency of OBS (Hz)
%
rsac_channel_1 = channel 1 .sac file after it has been read through
%
rsac.m
%
rsac_channel_2 = channel 2 .sac file after it has been read through
%
rsac.m
%
% Local Variables:
%
cal_data = calibrated vertical channel amplitude (m/s)
%
time = time (seconds)
%
length_z = length of cal_data (vector length), channel Z
%
taperz = amount to subtract from beginning/end of sample to get rid
%
of taper, channel Z
%
length_1 = vector length of channel 1 amplitude vector
%
taper1 = amount to subtract from beginning/end of sample to get rid
%
of taper, channel 1
%
length_2 = vector length of channel 2 amplitude vector
%
taper2 = amount to subtract from beginning/end of sample to get rid
%
of taper, channel 2
%
rsac_channel_1 = amplitude vector channel 1
%
rsac_channel_2 = amplitdue vector channel 2
%
second_3_hours_cal_data to twentyone_3_hours_cal_data = three-hour
%
blocks of time used to find three-hour time period with lowest mean
%
ampltidue
%
MEAN = vector containing mean values of three-hour blocks of time
%
Y = used in first if/elseif statement. If size of sample much less
%
than 24 hours, Y variable helps assign correct area to apply taper
%
X = used in if/elseif statement to choose correct three-hour block
%
and assign variables to PSD
%
N = FFT length
%
overlap = pwelch overlap value
%
Pxx = channel Z distribution of power per unit of freq, but in this
%
application units of [m/s/sqrt(Hz)]
%
F, F1, F2 = Frequency (Hz)
%
Pxx1 = channel 1 distribution of power per unit of freq, but in this
%
application units of [m/s/sqrt(Hz)]
%
Pxx2 = channel 2 distribution of power per unit of freq, but in this
%
application units of [m/s/sqrt(Hz)]
%
index = index locating where cal_data is greater than the maximum
%
amplitude
%
above_max_amp_time = time where cal_data is greater than maximum
%
amplitude (s)
%
outlier = logical index location where Z-amplitude is greater than
%
maximum amplitude
%
cal_data_update = same as cal_data, but only contains amplitudes
%
greater than maximum amplitude. (m/s)
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

W = vector with lengths of signals that exceed max amplitude
S = vector that contains different lengths of time between signals
that exceed max amplitude
Functions Called: None.
Filename: high_amp_vibration_analysis.m
Written by: Jeremy R. Hankins

cal_data=rsac_channel_Z(:,2);
time=rsac_channel_Z(:,1);
length_z=length(cal_data);
taperz=floor(.05*length_z);
length_1=length(rsac_channel_1(:,2));
taper1=floor(.05*length_1);
length_2=length(rsac_channel_2(:,2));
taper2=floor(.05*length_2);
rsac_channel_1=rsac_channel_1(:,2);
rsac_channel_2=rsac_channel_2(:,2);
figure
plot(time,cal_data)
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title('Entire Day of Data with Desired Maximum Amplitude Displayed, Vertical Velocity (Channel
Z)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude','+/- max amplitude')
figure
plot(time,rsac_channel_1)
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title('Entire Day of Data with Desired Maximum Amplitude Displayed, Horizontal Velocity
(Channel 1)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude','+/- max amplitude')
figure
plot(time,rsac_channel_2)
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
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xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title('Entire Day of Data with Desired Maximum Amplitude Displayed, Horizontal Velocity
(Channel 2)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude','+/- max amplitude')
% Divide sample into 3 hour time blocks, exluding taper at beginning and
% end of sample. 3 hour block that includes taper could be less/more
% than three hours. Amount less/more depends on length of sample.
% if/elseif statement covers files as short as 15 hours
second_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(taperz:4*60*60*Fs);
third_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(2*60*60*Fs:5*60*60*Fs);
fourth_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(3*60*60*Fs:6*60*60*Fs);
fifth_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(4*60*60*Fs:7*60*60*Fs);
sixth_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(5*60*60*Fs:8*60*60*Fs);
seventh_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(6*60*60*Fs:9*60*60*Fs);
eighth_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(7*60*60*Fs:10*60*60*Fs);
nine_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(8*60*60*Fs:11*60*60*Fs);
ten_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(9*60*60*Fs:12*60*60*Fs);
eleven_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(10*60*60*Fs:13*60*60*Fs);
twelve_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(11*60*60*Fs:14*60*60*Fs);
if length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60)>=23;
Y=20;
thirteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
fourteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(13*60*60*Fs:16*60*60*Fs);
fifteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(14*60*60*Fs:17*60*60*Fs);
sixteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(15*60*60*Fs:18*60*60*Fs);
seventeen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(16*60*60*Fs:19*60*60*Fs);
eighteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(17*60*60*Fs:20*60*60*Fs);
nineteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(18*60*60*Fs:21*60*60*Fs);
twenty_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(19*60*60*Fs:22*60*60*Fs);
twentyone_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(20*60*60*Fs:length_z-taperz);
elseif length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60)>=22 && length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60) < 23;
Y=19;
thirteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
fourteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(13*60*60*Fs:16*60*60*Fs);
fifteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(14*60*60*Fs:17*60*60*Fs);
sixteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(15*60*60*Fs:18*60*60*Fs);
seventeen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(16*60*60*Fs:19*60*60*Fs);
eighteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(17*60*60*Fs:20*60*60*Fs);
nineteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(18*60*60*Fs:21*60*60*Fs);
twenty_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(19*60*60*Fs:length_z-taperz);
twentyone_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
elseif length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60)>=21 && length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60) < 22;
Y=18;
thirteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
fourteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(13*60*60*Fs:16*60*60*Fs);
fifteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(14*60*60*Fs:17*60*60*Fs);
sixteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(15*60*60*Fs:18*60*60*Fs);
seventeen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(16*60*60*Fs:19*60*60*Fs);
eighteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(17*60*60*Fs:20*60*60*Fs);
nineteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(18*60*60*Fs:length_z-taperz);
twenty_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twentyone_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
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elseif length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60)>=20 && length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60) < 21;
Y=17;
thirteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
fourteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(13*60*60*Fs:16*60*60*Fs);
fifteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(14*60*60*Fs:17*60*60*Fs);
sixteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(15*60*60*Fs:18*60*60*Fs);
seventeen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(16*60*60*Fs:19*60*60*Fs);
eighteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(17*60*60*Fs:length_z-taperz);
nineteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twenty_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twentyone_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
elseif length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60)>=19 && length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60) < 20;
Y=16;
thirteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
fourteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(13*60*60*Fs:16*60*60*Fs);
fifteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(14*60*60*Fs:17*60*60*Fs);
sixteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(15*60*60*Fs:18*60*60*Fs);
seventeen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(16*60*60*Fs:length_z-taperz);
eighteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
nineteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twenty_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twentyone_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
elseif length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60)>=18 && length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60) < 19;
Y=15;
thirteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
fourteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(13*60*60*Fs:16*60*60*Fs);
fifteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(14*60*60*Fs:17*60*60*Fs);
sixteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(15*60*60*Fs:length_z-taperz);
seventeen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
eighteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
nineteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twenty_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twentyone_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
elseif length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60)>=17 && length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60) < 18;
Y=14;
thirteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
fourteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(13*60*60*Fs:16*60*60*Fs);
fifteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(14*60*60*Fs:length_z-taperz);
sixteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
seventeen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
eighteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
nineteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twenty_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twentyone_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
elseif length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60)>=16 && length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60) < 17;
Y=13;
thirteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
fourteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(13*60*60*Fs:length_z-taperz);
fifteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
sixteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
seventeen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
eighteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
nineteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twenty_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twentyone_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
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elseif length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60)>=15 && length(cal_data)/(Fs*60*60) < 16;
Y=12;
thirteen_3_hours_cal_data=cal_data(12*60*60*Fs:length_z-taperz);
fourteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
fifteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
sixteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
seventeen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
eighteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
nineteen_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twenty_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
twentyone_3_hours_cal_data=1E10;
end
MEAN=[mean(abs(second_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(third_3_hours_cal_data)),mean(abs(fourth_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(fifth_3_hours_cal_data)),mean(abs(sixth_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(seventh_3_hours_cal_data)),mean(abs(eighth_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(nine_3_hours_cal_data)),mean(abs(ten_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(eleven_3_hours_cal_data)),mean(abs(twelve_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(thirteen_3_hours_cal_data)),mean(abs(fourteen_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(fifteen_3_hours_cal_data)),mean(abs(sixteen_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(seventeen_3_hours_cal_data)),mean(abs(eighteen_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(nineteen_3_hours_cal_data)),mean(abs(twenty_3_hours_cal_data)),...
mean(abs(twentyone_3_hours_cal_data))];
X=find(MEAN==min(MEAN))
% if/elseif statments to plot correct psd
if X==1
psd_z=second_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(taper1:4*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(taper2:4*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==2
psd_z=third_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(2*60*60*Fs:5*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(2*60*60*Fs:5*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==3
psd_z=fourth_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(3*60*60*Fs:6*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(3*60*60*Fs:6*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==4
psd_z=fifth_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(4*60*60*Fs:7*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(4*60*60*Fs:7*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==5
psd_z=sixth_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(5*60*60*Fs:8*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(5*60*60*Fs:8*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==6
psd_z=seventh_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(6*60*60*Fs:9*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(6*60*60*Fs:9*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==7
psd_z=eighth_3_hours_cal_data;
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psd_1=rsac_channel_1(7*60*60*Fs:10*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(7*60*60*Fs:10*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==8
psd_z=nine_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(8*60*60*Fs:11*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(8*60*60*Fs:11*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==9
psd_z=ten_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(9*60*60*Fs:12*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(9*60*60*Fs:12*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==10
psd_z=eleven_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(10*60*60*Fs:13*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(10*60*60*Fs:13*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==11
psd_z=twelve_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(11*60*60*Fs:14*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(11*60*60*Fs:14*60*60*Fs);
elseif X==12
psd_z=thirteen_3_hours_cal_data;
if Y==12
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(12*60*60*Fs:length_1-taper1);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(12*60*60*Fs:length_2-taper2);
else
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(12*60*60*Fs:15*60*60*Fs);
end
elseif X==13
psd_z=fourteen_3_hours_cal_data;
if Y==13
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(13*60*60*Fs:length_1-taper1);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(13*60*60*Fs:length_2-taper2);
else
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(13*60*60*Fs:16*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(13*60*60*Fs:16*60*60*Fs);
end
elseif X==14
psd_z=fifteen_3_hours_cal_data;
if Y==14
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(14*60*60*Fs:length_1-taper1);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(14*60*60*Fs:length_2-taper2);
else
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(14*60*60*Fs:17*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(14*60*60*Fs:17*60*60*Fs);
end
elseif X==15
psd_z=sixteen_3_hours_cal_data;
if Y==15
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(15*60*60*Fs:length_1-taper1);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(15*60*60*Fs:length_2-taper2);
else
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(15*60*60*Fs:18*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(15*60*60*Fs:18*60*60*Fs);
end
elseif X==16
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psd_z=seventeen_3_hours_cal_data;
if Y==16
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(16*60*60*Fs:length_1-taper1);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(16*60*60*Fs:length_2-taper2);
else
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(16*60*60*Fs:19*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(16*60*60*Fs:19*60*60*Fs);
end
elseif X==17
psd_z=eighteen_3_hours_cal_data;
if Y==17
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(17*60*60*Fs:length_1-taper1);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(17*60*60*Fs:length_2-taper2);
else
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(17*60*60*Fs:20*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(17*60*60*Fs:20*60*60*Fs);
end
elseif X==18
psd_z=nineteen_3_hours_cal_data;
if Y==18
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(18*60*60*Fs:length_1-taper1);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(18*60*60*Fs:length_2-taper2);
else
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(18*60*60*Fs:21*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(18*60*60*Fs:21*60*60*Fs);
end
elseif X==19
psd_z=twenty_3_hours_cal_data;
if Y==19;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(19*60*60*Fs:length_1-taper1);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(19*60*60*Fs:length_2-taper2);
else
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(19*60*60*Fs:22*60*60*Fs);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(19*60*60*Fs:22*60*60*Fs);
end
elseif X==20
psd_z=twentyone_3_hours_cal_data;
psd_1=rsac_channel_1(20*60*60*Fs:length_1-taper1);
psd_2=rsac_channel_2(20*60*60*Fs:length_2-taper2);
end
N=2^12;
overlap=N/2;
figure
[Pxx,F]=pwelch(psd_z,hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
[Pxx1,F1]=pwelch(psd_1,hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
[Pxx2,F2]=pwelch(psd_2,hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx),'r')
hold on
plot(F1,10*log10(Pxx1),'b')
hold on
plot(F2,10*log10(Pxx2),'m')
ylabel('dB re m/s/$$\sqrt{Hz}$$','Interpreter','Latex','Fontsize',14)
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xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','Fontsize',12)
xlim([0 2])
title({'Power Spectral Density Estimate','Three Hours with Lowest Mean Amplitude, 0 to 2
Hz'},'Fontsize',16)
grid on
legend('Channel Z','Channel 1','Channel 2')
figure
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx),'r')
hold on
plot(F1,10*log10(Pxx1),'b')
hold on
plot(F2,10*log10(Pxx2),'m')
ylabel('dB re m/s/$$\sqrt{Hz}$$','Interpreter','Latex','Fontsize',14)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Power Spectral Density Estimate','Three Hours with Lowest Mean Amplitude'},'Fontsize',16)
grid on
legend('Channel Z','Channel 1','Channel 2')
% get rid of taper for plot and histograms
cal_data=cal_data(taperz:length_z-taperz);
rsac_channel_1=rsac_channel_1(taper1:length_1-taper1);
rsac_channel_2=rsac_channel_2(taper2:length_2-taper2);
time=time(taperz:length_z-taperz);
% psd for entire day of data
figure
[Pxx,F]=pwelch(cal_data,hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
[Pxx1,F1]=pwelch(rsac_channel_1,hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
[Pxx2,F2]=pwelch(rsac_channel_2,hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx),'r')
hold on
plot(F1,10*log10(Pxx1),'b')
hold on
plot(F2,10*log10(Pxx2),'m')
ylabel('dB re m/s/$$\sqrt{Hz}$$','Interpreter','Latex','Fontsize',14)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Power Spectral Density Estimate','Entire Day of Data'},'Fontsize',16)
grid on
legend('Channel Z','Channel 1','Channel 2')
index=abs(cal_data)>=max_amp;
above_max_amp_time=time(index);
percentage_time_above_max_amp=(length(above_max_amp_time)/length(time))*100
cal_data_update=cal_data;
outlier=abs(cal_data_update) > max_amp;
cal_data_update(~outlier)=0;
% Sets entire signal below max amp to zero
cal_data_update(outlier)=sign(cal_data_update(outlier)); % This sets all magnitudes above max
amp to 1 (builds a square wave)
W=pulsewidth(abs(cal_data_update),Fs); % stores times of pulses above max amp
[S,INITCROSS]=pulsesep(abs(cal_data_update),Fs);
S=[INITCROSS(1); S];
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figure
histogram(W)
set(gca,'Yscale','log') % this gives you average time of pulses above max amp
title({'Histogram of Length of Continuous Time Signal Exceeding Maximum','Channel
Z'},'Fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
figure
histogram(W)
ylim([0 50])
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Histogram of Length of Continuous Time Signal Exceeding Maximum','Channel
Z'},'Fontsize',16)
figure
histogram(S)
set(gca,'Yscale','log')
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Histogram of Length of Time Between Signals that Exceed Max Amplitude','Channel
Z'},'Fontsize',16)
figure
histogram(S)
ylim([0 50])
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Histogram of Length of Time Between Signals that Exceed Max Amplitude','Channel
Z'},'Fontsize',16)
figure
histogram(cal_data,400)
set(gca,'Yscale','log')
xlabel('Velocity Amplitudes (m/s)')
ylabel('Number of Occurrences')
title('Histogram of Channel Z Amplitudes')
figure
histogram(cal_data,400)
xlabel('Velocity Amplitudes (m/s)')
ylabel('Number of Occurrences maxed at 20')
ylim([0 20])
title('Histogram of Channel Z Amplitudes')
std_z=std(cal_data)
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C.

LOW AMPLITUDE VIBRATION ANALYSIS CODE

function
low_amp_vibration_analysis(rsac_channel_Z,max_amp,Fs,rsac_channel_1,rsac_channel_2)
% OBS, ocean bottom seismometer, maximum amplitude, BHZ, sampling frequency
%
% Purpose: Run this function if the sample day does not exceed max
% amplitude with vibration_analysis.m (does not cross max amplitude at
% all). Takes three calibrated channels of OBS data, OBS sampling
% frequency, and maximum desired amplitude. Function outputs an
% amplitude (m/s) vs time plot (for all three channels), the mean and
% standard deviation of entire sample amplitude, power spectral densities
% of entire day, and a histogram of amplitudes.
%
% Sample needs to be at least 15 hours long for this function to work
% properly.
%
% Output Variables:
%
avg_z = mean of absolute value of channel z amplitude
%
std_z = standard deviation of absolute value of channel z amplitude
%
percentage_time_above_max_amp = percentage of time above max amp
%
(should be zero)
%
% Input Variables:
%
rsac_channel_Z = vertical .sac file after it has been read through
%
rsac.m
%
max_amp = desired maximum amplitude (m/s)
%
Fs = sampling frequency of OBS (Hz)
%
rsac_channel_1 = channel 1 .sac file after it has been read through
%
rsac.m
%
rsac_channel_2 = channel 2 .sac file after it has been read through
%
rsac.m
%
% Local Variables:
%
cal_data = calibrated vertical channel amplitude (m/s)
%
time = time (seconds)
%
length_z = length of cal_data (vector length), channel Z
%
taperz = amount to subtract from beginning/end of sample to get rid
%
of taper, channel Z
%
length_1 = vector length of channel 1 amplitude vector
%
taper1 = amount to subtract from beginning/end of sample to get rid
%
of taper, channel 1
%
length_2 = vector length of channel 2 amplitude vector
%
taper2 = amount to subtract from beginning/end of sample to get rid
%
of taper, channel 2
%
rsac_channel_1 = amplitude vector channel 1
%
rsac_channel_2 = amplitdue vector channel 2
%
N = FFT length
%
overlap = pwelch overlap value
%
Pxx = channel Z distribution of power per unit of freq, but in this
%
application units of [m/s/sqrt(Hz)]
%
F, F1, F2 = Frequency (Hz)
%
Pxx1 = channel 1 distribution of power per unit of freq, but in this
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

application units of [m/s/sqrt(Hz)]
Pxx2 = channel 2 distribution of power per unit of freq, but in this
application units of [m/s/sqrt(Hz)]
index = index locating where cal_data is greater than the maximum
amplitude
above_max_amp_time = time where cal_data is greater than maximum
amplitude (s)
Functions Called: None.
Filename: low_amp_vibration_analysis.m
Written by: Jeremy R. Hankins

cal_data=rsac_channel_Z(:,2);
time=rsac_channel_Z(:,1);
length_z=length(cal_data);
taperz=floor(.05*length_z);
length_1=length(rsac_channel_1(:,2));
taper1=floor(.05*length_1);
length_2=length(rsac_channel_2(:,2));
taper2=floor(.05*length_2);
rsac_channel_1=rsac_channel_1(:,2);
rsac_channel_2=rsac_channel_2(:,2);
figure
plot(time,cal_data)
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title('Entire Day of Data with Desired Maximum Amplitude Displayed, Vertical Velocity (Channel
Z)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude','+/- max amplitude')
figure
plot(time,rsac_channel_1)
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title('Entire Day of Data with Desired Maximum Amplitude Displayed, Horizontal Velocity
(Channel 1)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude','+/- max amplitude')
figure
plot(time,rsac_channel_2)
hold on
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plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[max_amp max_amp],'r-')
hold on
plot([time(1) time(length(time))],[-max_amp -max_amp],'r-')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','Fontsize',12)
title('Entire Day of Data with Desired Maximum Amplitude Displayed, Horizontal Velocity
(Channel 2)','Fontsize',16)
legend('Calibrated amplitude','+/- max amplitude')
% get rid of tapers
cal_data=cal_data(taperz:length_z-taperz);
rsac_channel_1=rsac_channel_1(taper1:length_1-taper1);
rsac_channel_2=rsac_channel_2(taper2:length_2-taper2);
time=time(taperz:length_z-taperz);
N=2^12;
overlap=N/2;
figure
[Pxx,F]=pwelch(cal_data,hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
[Pxx1,F1]=pwelch(rsac_channel_1,hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
[Pxx2,F2]=pwelch(rsac_channel_2,hamming(N),overlap,N,Fs);
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx),'r')
hold on
plot(F1,10*log10(Pxx1),'b')
hold on
plot(F2,10*log10(Pxx2),'m')
ylabel('dB re m/s/$$\sqrt{Hz}$$','Interpreter','Latex','Fontsize',14)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','Fontsize',12)
title({'Power Spectral Density Estimate'},'Fontsize',16)
grid on
legend('Channel Z','Channel 1','Channel 2')
figure
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx),'r')
hold on
plot(F1,10*log10(Pxx1),'b')
hold on
plot(F2,10*log10(Pxx2),'m')
ylabel('dB re m/s/$$\sqrt{Hz}$$','Interpreter','Latex','Fontsize',14)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)','Fontsize',12)
xlim([0 2])
title({'Power Spectral Density Estimate','0 to 2 Hz'},'Fontsize',16)
grid on
legend('Channel Z','Channel 1','Channel 2')
index=abs(cal_data)>=max_amp;
above_max_amp_time=time(index);
percentage_above_max_amp_time=(length(above_max_amp_time)/length(time))*100 % will be
zero with this function
figure
histogram(cal_data,400)
set(gca,'Yscale','log')
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APPENDIX B. DATA TABLES
Table 3. YM 39 and YM 38 Standard Deviation and Percentage of
Time Spent Above Maximum Amplitude Threshold.
YM 39
Date
13‐Jun‐08
14‐Jun‐08
1‐Jul‐09
15‐Jul‐08
1‐Aug‐08
15‐Aug‐08
1‐Sep‐08
15‐Sep‐08
1‐Oct‐08
15‐Oct‐08
1‐Nov‐08
15‐Nov‐08
13‐Dec‐08
14‐Dec‐08
1‐Jan‐09
15‐Jan‐09
1‐Feb‐09
15‐Feb‐09
1‐Mar‐09
15‐Mar‐09
1‐Apr‐09
15‐Apr‐09
1‐May‐09
15‐May‐09

YM38

RMS acceleration Percentage above
Standard
2
deviation (µm/s)
(µm/s )
max amplitude
191
155
17
143
65.8
10
112
57.0
36
604
919
83
395
355
86
324
403
83
662
574
91
350
392
86
365
364
83
375
303
77
399
358
80
219
279
74
200
489
42
277
303
33
727
185
84
366
323
68
46.4
128
10
150
33.0
30
309
48.4
57
119
74.6
54
96.9
19.0
34
88.0
71.9
8
63.9
86.3
25
16.1
28.9
1
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Date
13‐Jun‐08
14‐Jun‐08
1‐Jul‐09
15‐Jul‐08
1‐Aug‐08
15‐Aug‐08
1‐Sep‐08
15‐Sep‐08
1‐Oct‐08
15‐Oct‐08
1‐Nov‐08
15‐Nov‐08
13‐Dec‐08
14‐Dec‐08
1‐Jan‐09
15‐Jan‐09
1‐Feb‐09
15‐Feb‐09
1‐Mar‐09
15‐Mar‐09
1‐Apr‐09
15‐Apr‐09
1‐May‐09
15‐May‐09

RMS acceleration Percentage above
Standard
2
deviation (µm/s)
(µm/s )
max amplitude
0.23
2.7
0.00
0.40
3.6
0.00
0.45
3.6
0.00
1.9
9.5
0.03
7.3
8.1
0.16
1.2
3.7
0.00
0.57
3.8
0.00
0.70
6.1
0.00
0.56
3.9
0.00
0.44
4.8
0.00
1.1
3.8
0.01
1.2
12.7
0.00
1.3
4.1
0.01
1.9
4.3
0.04
0.55
4.6
0.00
1.3
3.9
0.02
0.42
3.4
0.00
0.43
3.9
0.00
1.3
5.1
0.00
0.57
4.7
0.00
2.9
13.3
0.03
1.3
8.8
0.01
0.56
4.7
0.00
0.31
3.4
0.00

Table 4. 7D J65A and 7D J73A Standard Deviation and Percentage of
Time Spent Above Maximum Amplitude Threshold.
7D J65A
Date
1‐Nov‐11
15‐Nov‐11
1‐Dec‐11
15‐Dec‐11
1‐Jan‐12
15‐Jan‐12
1‐Feb‐12
15‐Feb‐12
1‐Mar‐12
15‐Mar‐12
1‐Apr‐12
15‐Apr‐12
1‐May‐12
15‐May‐12
1‐Jun‐12
15‐Jun‐12
1‐Jul‐12
15‐Jul‐12

7D J73A

RMS acceleration Percentage above
Standard
2
deviation (µm/s)
(µm/s )
max amplitude
30.5
51.7
9.8
26.8
38.5
6.6
117
378
1.6
15.3
38.8
0.2
29.2
76.0
8.8
31.2
50.3
11
42.4
56.9
24
30.5
48.7
10
40.4
61.9
20.0
33.3
73.7
13.0
32.2
59.3
12
10.0
25.2
0.00
25.7
57.7
5.2
14.7
45.3
0.1
18.1
29.4
1.1
11.0
18.6
0.00
7.2
29.5
0.00
10
37
2.6
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Date
1‐Nov‐11
15‐Nov‐11
1‐Dec‐11
15‐Dec‐11
1‐Jan‐12
15‐Jan‐12
1‐Feb‐12
15‐Feb‐12
1‐Mar‐12
15‐Mar‐12
1‐Apr‐12
15‐Apr‐12
1‐May‐12
15‐May‐12
1‐Jun‐12
15‐Jun‐12
1‐Jul‐12
15‐Jul‐12

RMS acceleration Percentage above
Standard
2
deviation (µm/s)
(µm/s )
max amplitude
28.7
33.0
8
24.4
25.2
5
17.2
33.9
1
16.4
44.0
0
166
391
2
31.5
40.0
11
39.9
46.0
21
29.7
39.4
9
34.5
50.6
14
33.4
74.6
13
38.2
78.2
16
9.2
21.1
0
20.8
51.9
2
12.2
31.7
0
22.3
41.3
3
10.7
25.4
0
7.6
31.5
0
12.5
35.6
0

Table 5. YM 39 and YM 38 Decibel Values Used in Figure 51. .

Date
13‐Jun‐08
14‐Jun‐08
1‐Jul‐09
15‐Jul‐08
1‐Aug‐08
15‐Aug‐08
1‐Sep‐08
15‐Sep‐08
1‐Oct‐08
15‐Oct‐08
1‐Nov‐08
15‐Nov‐08
13‐Dec‐08
14‐Dec‐08
1‐Jan‐09
15‐Jan‐09
1‐Feb‐09
15‐Feb‐09
1‐Mar‐09
15‐Mar‐09
1‐Apr‐09
15‐Apr‐09
1‐May‐09
15‐May‐09

YM 39
dB at 1 Hz
‐135
‐134
‐119
‐86
‐97
‐96
‐93
‐95
‐93
‐100
‐96
‐99
‐122
‐122
‐109
‐115
‐128
‐126
‐122
‐122
‐123
‐130
‐125
‐133

dB at 5 Hz
‐154
‐158
‐131
‐103
‐113
‐110
‐108
‐111
‐111
‐116
‐111
‐113
‐137
‐126
‐119
‐114
‐151
‐143
‐135
‐141
‐143
‐132
‐133
‐148

Date
13‐Jun‐08
14‐Jun‐08
1‐Jul‐09
15‐Jul‐08
1‐Aug‐08
15‐Aug‐08
1‐Sep‐08
15‐Sep‐08
1‐Oct‐08
15‐Oct‐08
1‐Nov‐08
15‐Nov‐08
13‐Dec‐08
14‐Dec‐08
1‐Jan‐09
15‐Jan‐09
1‐Feb‐09
15‐Feb‐09
1‐Mar‐09
15‐Mar‐09
1‐Apr‐09
15‐Apr‐09
1‐May‐09
15‐May‐09
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YM 38
dB at 1 Hz
‐147
‐141
‐146
‐143
‐144
‐144
‐145
‐138
‐141
‐143
‐143
‐141
‐143
‐143
‐143
‐145
‐146
‐143
‐140
‐139
‐143
‐140
‐146
‐143

dB at 5 Hz
‐154
‐153
‐152
‐153
‐148
‐154
‐153
‐149
‐151
‐152
‐151
‐149
‐152
‐150
‐150
‐151
‐154
‐152
‐151
‐148
‐150
‐148
‐152
‐153

Table 6. 7D J65A and 7D J73A Used in Figure 52.

Date
1‐Nov‐11
15‐Nov‐11
1‐Dec‐11
15‐Dec‐11
1‐Jan‐12
15‐Jan‐12
1‐Feb‐12
15‐Feb‐12
1‐Mar‐12
15‐Mar‐12
1‐Apr‐12
15‐Apr‐12
1‐May‐12
15‐May‐12
1‐Jun‐12
15‐Jun‐12
1‐Jul‐12
15‐Jul‐12

7D J65A
dB at 1 Hz
‐116
‐118
‐117
‐112
‐114
‐115
‐115
‐118
‐114
‐118
‐112
‐121
‐114
‐118
‐124
‐128
‐121
‐119

dB at 5 Hz
‐151
‐154
‐147
‐154
‐152
‐152
‐148
‐150
‐153
‐150
‐147
‐148
‐153
‐150
‐153
‐152
‐149
‐148

Date
1‐Nov‐11
15‐Nov‐11
1‐Dec‐11
15‐Dec‐11
1‐Jan‐12
15‐Jan‐12
1‐Feb‐12
15‐Feb‐12
1‐Mar‐12
15‐Mar‐12
1‐Apr‐12
15‐Apr‐12
1‐May‐12
15‐May‐12
1‐Jun‐12
15‐Jun‐12
1‐Jul‐12
15‐Jul‐12

100

7D J73A
dB at 1 Hz
‐116
‐118
‐118
‐114
‐108
‐113
‐114
‐111
‐112
‐109
‐109
‐115
‐110
‐114
‐117
‐123
‐116
‐108

dB at 5 Hz
‐155
‐156
‐155
‐155
‐153
‐149
‐149
‐150
‐146
‐149
‐150
‐156
‐150
‐153
‐148
‐150
‐149
‐152
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